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Fundraising
Family Foresight – Four Brothers run the British 10k for the IGA

Read about the four Khan brothers, who describe what has inspired them to run 10k and
why raising money for the IGA is important to them.

‘This is the first major run that we have volunteered to take part in. We thought it would
be an awesome idea for ‘The Khan Brothers’ to run the British 10k on 10th July, together!
The most I (Shez) normally run is a sprint across the lacrosse pitch before I collapse and
start to die! I know 10k is not that far in running terms BUT this is the start of bigger
and greater things!
‘We are running for the IGA. Our mother has been battling with closed angle glaucoma
since 2009. Our poor mother has struggled with this condition, whilst also managing to
raise five boys! She has shown immense strength and perseverance, despite losing her
independence - she loved to drive but can't anymore! She has gone through countless
operations to relieve the pressure in her eyes and has to take medications daily. Through
all of this though, she has retained some sight and can thankfully still recognise our faces!
‘The IGA is a great charity who work to raise awareness, help patients manage their
condition and fund research for better treatment or even seek a cure!
‘This is our just giving page online address https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
Shehzaad-Khan any donations you can
spare, no matter how big or small would be
most gratefully appreciated. Even if it is just
to watch us struggle with a simple run in
funny outfits (pictures and videos will be
available on request). Please donate and
support this great cause so more people, like
our mother, can understand how to manage
their condition and ultimately retain their
sight for life!’
Thank you again! Muchos love.

The Khan Brothers
Shez, Ayaz, Fozzy & Sheroo
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